ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Fetal size assessment using ultrasound is a central objective in pregnancy care. Following an ultrasound examination to determine fetal age, subsequent examinations are used to monitor fetal growth and development, particularly during the late second and third trimesters.
To predict birth weight (BW) from ultrasound size parameters, such as biparietal diameter (BPD), femur length (FL) and abdominal circumference (AC), previous reference studies have measured a limited number of fetuses shortly before birth, and derived a regression equation for prediction. Well-known examples are those of Combs et al. 1 and Hadlock et al. 2 . To establish a normal range for intrauterine estimated fetal weight (EFW), the regression equations are then applied to ultrasound measurements in a different study sample, for instance from 20 weeks' gestation and up, from which percentile curves for EFW are derived 3, 4 . However, the regression equations were derived primarily from term births; applying them in the early preterm range entails an extrapolation not supported by the material from which the formulae were developed. Their predictive ability in the preterm range can only be established by studying actual early births, which requires access to population-based registry data.
Previously, we introduced a novel, population-based method for computing unbiased fetal age estimates from ultrasound measurements [5] [6] [7] . In the present study, our objectives were four-fold. First, we used population data to develop growth charts for several size parameters. Second, we developed a model to predict how much BW deviates from median BW by age, using the deviation of the ultrasound measurements from their expected size by age. The advantage is that the various ultrasound parameters can be summarized in a single measure of fetal size: the percentage birth-weight deviation (pdBW). Third, we used our model to estimate median intrauterine EFW without the need to extrapolate the formula beyond the gestational age (GA) and BW range used to develop it. Fourth, we used the same model to perform predictions before birth of actual BW. The predictive quality of the model can be assessed directly in our clinical population-based registry data, consisting of more than 45 000 pregnancies from the National Center for Fetal Medicine in Trondheim, Norway.
METHODS

Population and selection
The non-selected study population comprised approximately 97% of pregnant women residing in a geographically well-defined area encompassing the city of Trondheim and eight surrounding municipalities. All examinations were performed at the National Center for Fetal Medicine at St Olav's University Hospital and deliveries were at the same hospital. All data were registered prospectively in the center's database for quality assessment. Data files extracted for analysis were anonymized and contained no actual dates or other identifiable information.
A total of 49 381 pregnancies were examined during the period 1987-2005. Complicated pregnancies related to stillbirths (n = 551), diagnosed anomalies (n = 2268) and multiple pregnancies (n = 807) were excluded, as were 670 with induction of labor due to maternal diabetes, growth restriction and other indications. Additionally, we excluded individual scans performed for indications that could be related to abnormal fetal growth: preterm rupture of membranes (n = 170), pre-eclampsia (n = 752), maternal hypertension (n = 133) and maternal diabetes (n = 318). After excluding these scans, 48 women no longer had a scan in the dataset and were excluded.
Among the remaining 45 037 pregnancies, 20 807 had both a second-trimester examination with a BPD in the range 42-60 mm and at least one later follow-up examination before birth at which one or more of BPD, FL and mean abdominal diameter (MAD) were measured. In total, these pregnancies had 31 516 ultrasound examinations in addition to the second-trimester routine examination. There were 13 479 pregnancies with one follow-up examination, 4925 with two, 1709 with three, 483 with four and 211 with five or more follow-ups.
Median maternal age was 28.7 years, 20.7% of mothers were smokers and 43.6% were nulliparous. Median birth weight was 3598 g and 48.9% of the children were girls. There was an average of about 1650 examinations each year, not counting the first routine examination. The majority of the measurements were performed by highly experienced operators, nine of whom performed more than 1000 scans each 5 . The most frequent indications for the follow-up ultrasound examination were: standard growth monitoring (n = 9022), suspected deviation of fundal height measurement (n = 4015), participation in a randomized project (n = 3257) or a heart series (n = 1265), routine examination where GA had been determined at an earlier examination (n = 2545) or unspecified, e.g. maternal concern (n = 2054), placental examination (n = 1938), uncertain fetal lie (n = 1800) and post-term pregnancy (n = 1015).
To establish the relationship between birth-weight deviations and ultrasound measures, we used a subset consisting of the 20 807 women who had a routine ultrasound examination around 18 weeks and at least one subsequent follow-up examination. To establish the relationship between BW and GA, we excluded 4556 births with induction of labor for any indication other than post-term pregnancy. The only excluded indication group with noticeable influence on BW comprised 1216 pregnancies with pre-eclampsia.
Ultrasound examination
The measuring plane for MAD, as described by Eik-Nes et al. 8 , was adjusted orthogonally to the long axis of the fetus and passed through the entrance of the umbilical vein in the portal sinus. On this cross-sectional image, the transverse and anteroposterior diameters were each measured three times and the mean was registered as MAD. To adhere to the international standard of using AC rather than MAD, we recomputed the registered MAD into AC values using the formula AC = π × MAD 9, 10 . BPD (outer-to-outer) was calculated as the mean of three measurements and rounded to the nearest millimeter. The reference plane for the BPD measurement was through the planum biparietale at the level of the cavum septi pellucidi and thalami 11 . FL was measured as described by Goldstein et al. 12 . Three measurements of FL were taken and the largest was recorded 13 . In the population-based term-prediction model 5 , BPD is the recommended primary parameter for calculating GA at 17-19 weeks, and this has been the established practice in Norway for decades. FL is used as a subsidiary parameter, of equivalent predictive quality, in cases for which the fetus has a deviating head shape, such as for dolichocephalic fetuses 5, 6 . In the present study, GA was determined from the first BPD measurement in the range 25-60 mm. For all measurements later in pregnancy, GA was derived from the first dating measurement by adding the appropriate number of days.
Scans were performed with Hitachi EUB-410, EUB-415, EUB-6000 and EUB-6500 ultrasound scanners (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan), Vingmed System Five (Vingmed Sound, Horten, Norway) and Logic 500 (GE Healthcare Ultrasound, Milwaukee, WI, USA) instruments with 5-MHz curvilinear transducers.
Statistical analysis
Fetal size curves for AC, BPD and FL were estimated using the gamlss non-linear regression model 14, 15 , individually regressing the three measurements on GA at the time of measurement. For each GA, the distributions of the outcome variables AC, BPD and FL were all very close to a normal distribution. Still, to check for possible deviations from a normal distribution, we also used the gamlss method with the more flexible Johnson SU (JSU) distribution for the outcome variable. gamlss is implemented as a library in the R statistical programming environment 16, 17 . From the results of the estimation we computed percentiles of the fitted outcome distribution for all GA values (in days). Details of the fitting procedure are described in Appendix S1.
We compared our ultrasound size curves with the British curves developed by Chitty et al. 9 , which scored highest in a review attempting to rate study quality for ultrasound size models 18 . Chitty et al. also derived AC from the formula AC = π(d 1 + d 2 )/2 (where d 1 and d 2 are the two abdominal diameters) 9, 10 . For BPD the relevant formula for outer-to-outer measurements was used 19 , and for FL the femur length formula 20, 21 . We also compared our curves with those developed by the INTERGROWTH-21 st Project 15 . To check that mothers selected for follow-up examinations were representative of the total population, we recomputed the median BW by GA curve on this subgroup. We also assessed the possible effect of selection on a number of key variables, including BW and total pregnancy duration. Additionally, we reran all analyses twice, excluding examinations for indications of suspected deviating fundal height measurement and placental examination to detect their possible influence on the final curves. Within the subgroup with at least one follow-up examination, some mothers had two or more examinations, i.e. unbalanced longitudinal measurements. We performed additional analyses to check if this had an impact on the results. More details are found in Appendix S1.
Median BW by GA was estimated using the gamlss method, after removing 27 outliers. We also estimated gender-specific median BW values, where GA was computed using previously developed gender-specific age reference curves 5 . To assess individual BW relative to the median BW by GA we computed the pdBW. Specifically, this is calculated as (BW -BW med )/BW med × 100, where BW is the individual BW and BW med is the median BW corresponding to the GA at birth. While percentage deviation is highly descriptive of fetal size, it should also be related to the standard percentile (population) curves.
To do this, we used the total population distribution of pdBW across all GA. In this distribution, we computed empirical percentiles, which can be done with high precision since it comprises the full population. This yields a relationship between pdBWs and their corresponding population percentiles.
From the relationship between pdBW and population percentiles, we found the pdBW values that corresponded to the 1 st , 2.5 th , 5 th , 10 th , 25 th , 75 th , 90 th , 95 th , 97.5 th and 99 th percentiles. Using the median BW curve as baseline, we added or subtracted the percentile deviations for all GA to obtain a set of percentile curves.
Since the whole population was used to compute the relationship between percentage BW deviation and population percentiles, it was necessary to check whether this relationship was valid over the full range of GA values. A detailed description of the estimation and checking procedures is found in Appendix S1.
To relate the percentage deviation pdBW to AC, BPD and FL, we first computed how much each ultrasound measure deviated from its 'expected' (median) value at the time of measurement, using the tables derived above. That is, the median value was subtracted from the observed value, giving the (residual) deviations dAC, dBPD and dFL for each measurement. We then performed a series of linear regressions, one for each day of pregnancy, where pdBW was regressed on dAC and dBPD, i.e. pdBW = β 0 + β AC × dAC + β BPD × dBPD. In each regression, we included all pregnancies that had an examination on that specific day, while the actual birth might have taken place later. Note that all the β-coefficients thus depend on GA on the day of measurement. We did similar analyses on other combinations of the deviations, notably dAC in combination with dFL. Further details are given in Appendix S1.
Median BW per GA is an estimate of fetal weight at birth; we also produced intrauterine EFW among fetuses not yet born at a given GA. At all GAs we computed dAC and dBPD for pregnancies that ended in spontaneous birth within 2 weeks after the measurements. The above formula was then used to compute estimated pdBW for that subgroup of pregnancies. By comparing estimated pdBW for pregnancies close to birth with the remaining pregnancies, we obtained an estimate of the difference between the intrauterine median EFW curve and the median BW at that GA. Further details of the estimation are described in Appendix S1. We compared our BW by GA curves with those of the INTERGROWTH-21 st Project 22 , using the mean of curves for boys and girls. Our intrauterine EFW by GA curve was compared with that by Maršál et al. 3 , which was derived with the traditional method of extrapolating a BW estimation formula, using ultrasound measurements on a selected sample of pregnancies.
With population data, there are several ways of assessing the predictive quality of the model and at the same time enhancing its clinical usefulness. First, we computed the amount of explained variance in BW, i.e. the R 2 value, from the above regression models. Second, we studied the residual BW distributions within groups of predicted BW. This included computing and plotting the percentiles of the residual distributions. The percentiles of the residual distribution will tell the ultrasound examiner the expected range of BWs for a child with a given predicted weight. Third, we computed probabilities that a child with a given predicted BW would actually be born with a weight exceeding typical limits of macrosomia, such as 4500 g. The risk estimates were obtained by inverting the residual distribution percentile values.
The model can also be used to predict the risk of small-for-gestational-age (SGA) births, defined as a neonate with BW below the 10 th percentile for GA. To simplify applications, the prediction was based on first using the above regression model to predict the pdBW values at all ages. Then, setting an appropriate cut-off value on the predicted pdBW values, pregnancies below the cut-off were defined as high risk for SGA. Receiver-operating characteristics (ROC) curves were drawn for selected weeks to show the relationship between a cut-off value and the sensitivity and specificity achieved with the corresponding test for SGA.
RESULTS
Scatterplots of the population data of AC, BPD and FL are shown in Figures S1-S3 , respectively, over a GA range of 24-42 completed weeks. Superimposed on the population scatter are 'raw' (computed for each day separately) and gamlss-smoothed percentile curves. The figures show a close agreement between smoothed and raw percentiles, attesting to the fit of the model.
Using a JSU distribution did not improve the fit noticeably, so all the final results were computed using a normal distribution. Tables S1-S3 present the gamlss estimated mean and SD, computed for every day of pregnancy in the relevant range, and also separately for boys and girls.
Percentiles and mean values in all figures and tables have been adjusted for year of birth, so that table values are aimed at the most recent birth years (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) . No other covariates have been adjusted for. Table S4 presents covariate effects of maternal age, birth year of the child, parity, gender and maternal smoking on ultrasound measures. Figure 1 shows our curves compared with the curves of Chitty et al. 9, 19, 21 , and with the curves developed by the INTERGROWTH-21 st Project 15 . Our curves for BPD and FL are practically the same as the curves of Chitty et al., and very close to the INTERGROWTH curves, with the exception that the latter tend to drop off slightly around term. Our curve for AC is almost the same as the INTERGROWTH curve, but in the later part of pregnancy, our AC values are 6-10 mm larger than those of Chitty et al. Figure 2 shows median and 10 th and 90 th percentiles of BW by GA, compared with the corresponding curves from the INTERGROWTH-21 st Project 22 . In addition, the (intrauterine) median EFW by GA is shown, compared with the corresponding intrauterine median, 10 th and 90 th percentile curves estimated by Maršál et al. 3 . In the preterm period, the EFW curve by Maršál et al. is 0-184 g above our median BW. Our EFW curve falls between our BW curve and the EFW curve of Maršál et al. in the same period, at most 106 g above the median BW. In the term period, our BW percentiles match very closely with the EFW percentiles of Maršál et al., whereas the INTERGROWTH BW percentiles are noticeably lower, with an obvious flattening past term. Table S5 contains gamlss estimated median BW for every day in the GA range and includes separate values for boys and girls. Figure 3 shows the relationship between pdBWs and population percentiles, estimated empirically from the full population distribution of pdBWs across all GAs. Table S6 contains the corresponding numerical values. The distribution of pdBWs is close to a normal distribution with SD equal to 11.8%, but slightly skewed towards higher pdBW values. Figure S4 plots gamlss smoothed median BW by GA, but with the observed data as a background scatter. Percentage deviation curves are added, using the values in Figure 3 to match selected percentiles. In addition, traditional percentile curves computed directly using the gamlss model are included for comparison with the percentage deviation curves. Outlying observations were removed before fitting the models. The curves derived from the two different approaches show a very close resemblance throughout pregnancy. This confirms that the relationship between percentiles and percentage deviations depicted in Figure 3 is valid over the full range from 24 to 42 weeks of pregnancy. Table S7 presents regression coefficients β 0 , β BPD and β AC from the regression of pdBW on dBPD and dAC, for all days of GA. Table S8 presents the corresponding coefficients for regression of pdBW on dFL and dAC.
The amount of explained variance of BW depends heavily on the GA at which the ultrasound measurement is performed. Figure 4 plots the level of explained variance against GA. All models that include AC and at least one of BPD or FL perform very well, and BPD and FL can be used interchangeably in combination with AC. Without AC, the model is clearly inferior, even when both BPD and FL are used in combination.
By combining the curve for median weight with the estimated deviations, our approach also estimates individual weights before birth. Figure 5 shows actual BW plotted against model predictions. Lines show estimated percentiles of BW by predicted weight. As expected, median BW is equal to predicted BW for all predicted weights. The percentile curves provide a useful picture of prediction precision; for instance, if the predicted BW is 2500 g, it can be seen that there is a 95% probability that the child will have a BW somewhere between 2000 and 3000 g. There is an increase in prediction uncertainty as weight increases; the predicted BW SD increases from 265 g at predicted weight 2500 g up to 362 g at predicted weight 4500 g. If prediction of BW is restricted to being performed less than 14 days prior to birth, there is roughly a 10% reduction in spread (i.e. interquartile range) in the residual distributions (details not shown). Figure 6 shows the probability of exceeding a BW limit, given a predicted BW. Figure S5 shows ROC curves for SGA predictions at three sample weeks (completed weeks 25, 32 and 40). Table S9 contains the median and percentage values (with 95% bootstrap CIs) comparing the full study sample of 45 037 pregnancies with the subgroup of pregnancies Probability of actual birth weight (BW) exceeding given limits, plotted against predicted BW. For instance, if predicted BW is 4200 g, there is an 18% probability that actual BW will exceed 4500 g, but only about a 1.5% chance that it will exceed 5000 g.
, 4250 g; , 4500 g; , 4750 g; , 5000 g.
with follow-up examinations used to construct the size curves. Of the included pregnancies, 44.5% had at least one additional examination, not counting growth-related indications. Due to the large sample size, several of the comparisons showed statistically significant differences between the full sample and the follow-up subgroup. However, actual differences were too small to indicate selection of any practical importance. When computing median BW by GA on the follow-up subgroup alone, the result was almost identical to the result from the full study sample (results not shown). This was also the case when adjusting for longitudinal measurements. Similarly, rerunning the analyses excluding examinations with an indication of suspected deviating fundal height measurement and examinations for placental examination, had negligible consequences for the final percentile estimates (results not shown).
Estimation results for AC, BPD and FL based on the JSU distribution were nearly identical to the results from the normal distribution (results not shown).
Additional tables, printable charts and electronic implementations can be found on the eSnurra project web page: http://www.esnurra.com.
DISCUSSION
Fetal size monitoring and weight estimation is a complex subject with many ramifications; numerous approaches have been proposed in the literature, each with their pros and cons. In particular, the INTERGROWTH-21 st Project 15, 22, 23 aims at a prescriptive design, the strategy being, in essence, to exclude all pregnancies based on covariate values that are suboptimal in relation to growth, such as smoking or overweight mothers. Alternatively, customized standards may elect to adjust for such covariates 24 , possibly with adjustment for previous pregnancy history 25 . Others aim at more elaborate strategies of isolating fetal growth restriction by looking for sudden drops in growth pattern 26 , or using conditional curves 27 . See Appendix S2 for further notes.
The motivation of the present work was to develop a model for fetal growth that is based completely on a non-selected population; ultrasound-dating formulae for computing GA, ultrasound parameter growth curves, percentiles of BW by GA and intrauterine median EFW by GA are all developed in the same full-coverage, unselected population setting in which data entirely follow clinical practice.
A substantial advantage of a population-based approach is that one can immediately derive important measures of predictive quality. This is clearly demonstrated in Figures 4-6 and S5. In a clinical setting with a possibly acute need for BW prediction, it is useful to know the prediction limits of BW, such as the 2.5 th and 97.5 th percentiles. Similarly, the method provides clinically important estimates of the probability of a child exceeding predefined limits of extreme BW.
Central to the model are the percentage deviations, i.e. the pdBWs. Their merit is three-fold. First, when pdBW is estimated from the ultrasound measures, it summarizes the individual measures into a single parameter; both AC and BPD deviations correlate strongly, and in part independently, with pdBW. While detailed tracking of all ultrasound measurements can be useful in special settings, the estimated pdBW is convenient as a general monitoring tool because it focuses on one specific target, i.e. fetal weight. Second, the pdBW is easier to relate to than population percentiles in a clinical setting. For instance, it is clear that a fetus with pdBW of -35% is considerably smaller than one with pdBW of -25%. However, they are both below the 1 st percentile in the population and their exact percentiles are less informative. This effect is seen clearly in the outer tails of the graph in Figure 3 . Fetal size monitoring based on the pdBWs has been central to Norwegian and Swedish pregnancy care since 1982 8, 28 . Third, the estimated pdBW allows prediction of BW shortly before birth. Sometimes referred to as the gestation-adjusted prediction method 29 , this approach has advantages over other BW prediction methods. More details are provided in Appendix S2.
A limitation of our study is that, even with population data, the number of births in the early preterm range is still modest, which makes the lowest and highest percentiles of BW hard to estimate precisely in that range. Additionally, routine ultrasound dating disregards differences in fetal growth up until week 18. As it is only meaningful to start looking for differences some weeks later, our charts start at week 24. Another potential weakness is that, when using clinically derived population material, one might expect selection to take place; since most follow-up examinations would be performed for a specific medical indication, there is a risk of including too many pregnancies with deviating fetal size. However, there is little evidence to suggest that this is actually the case. This is seen in Table S9 in which we assessed the possible effect of selection in our material. In addition, computing median BW by GA only for those with at least one follow-up examination gave practically the same result as the full dataset. In our exclusion criteria, we avoided ultrasound examinations with indications possibly related to deviating fetal growth. Furthermore, performing follow-up examinations has been done on a liberal basis, ensuring that most of the included pregnancies do in fact exhibit normal growth patterns.
We compared our ultrasound size charts to those of Chitty et al. 9, 19, 21 and the INTERGROWTH-21 st Project 15 . While there are several methodological differences between our approaches, the actual numerical differences are minor. There are, however, more interesting differences when comparing the weight curves. In the term period, our 10 th , 50 th and 90 th percentiles of BW are close to the corresponding EFW curves of Maršál et al. 3 , although derived by completely different means. The INTERGROWTH curves are initially much lower and even level off at the end; thus, they do not represent a Nordic population. In the preterm period, as expected, both curves for EFW are higher than the median BW curve, confirming earlier assumptions that births that take place this early are not representative of the intrauterine 'population' and will typically be smaller. We discuss this further in Appendix S2.
As the starting point of our weight models, we constructed the curve of median BW by GA. In addition, we used the prediction formula of pdBW from dAC and dBPD to compute a curve for intrauterine median EFW from the BW by GA curve, starting at 24 weeks. Our approach is thus entirely self-contained and uses a formula appropriate for each GA to compute the estimated intrauterine curve. In comparison, models for computing intrauterine EFW traditionally base themselves on an external formula, such as those by Combs et al. 1 and Hadlock et al. 2 . The formula is then applied to ultrasound measurements performed from, say, week 20 and later in pregnancies in a selected study group. The resulting EFW values are then used to develop intrauterine reference curves 3, 4 . The drawback of this approach is that the external formulae, such as Combs et al.'s formula 1 , are derived typically from a small number of mostly term births from a different population; applying formulae developed for term births in one population to extremely preterm births in a different population is a gross extrapolation, outside the verified GA and BW range of applicability of the formula. Thus, paradoxically, the traditional EFW curves are never based on any actual BW from the population to which they are applied.
In conclusion, the new population-based weightprediction models are flexible and simple to use. By summarizing deviations from normal ultrasound values into a single measure of deviation from expected BW, they facilitate a simple and clinically relevant approach to fetal size monitoring and weight prediction, enhanced by a number of useful diagnostic tools, such as ROC curves for SGA and charts of probabilities of excessively large birth weights.
Figure S5
Receiver-operating characteristics curves for small-for-gestational-age predictions at three sample weeks (completed weeks 25, 32 and 40). Curve labels show percentage birth-weight deviation (pdBW) cut-off value resulting in plotted combinations of specificity and sensitivity. Vertical line shows common requirement of 90% specificity, i.e. 10% false-positive rate.
Tables S1-S3 Mean and standard deviations in the normal distributions fitted to abdominal circumference (Table S1 ), biparietal diameter (Table S2 ) and femur length (Table S3 ) using the gamlss model, adjusted to the last birth year interval (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) . Values are computed for each day in the range 268 days (24/0) up to 301 days (43/0), for all births and for boys and girls separately. Percentiles can be computed from the normal distribution with the supplied mean and standard deviations Table S4 Average effects (in millimeters) of covariates on each of the three ultrasound measures, biparietal diameter, femur length and abdominal circumference, computed separately in three gestational age groups. If adjustments are deemed necessary, values from the table should be added to the values in the main size tables (Tables S1-S3 ). The main tables have already been adjusted to reflect the last birth year period (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) Table S5 Gestational age in days and weeks, with gamlss-estimated median birth weight for all births, and for boys and girls separately Table S6 Relationship between birth weight by gestational age percentile values and percentage birth weight deviations (pdBW), estimated from the full gestational age range from 24 + 0 to 42 + 3 weeks Table S7 Regression coefficients β 0 (intercept), β BPD and β AC from the regression of pdBW on dBPD and dAC, for all days in the relevant range Table S8 Regression coefficients β 0 (intercept), β FL and β AC from the regression of pdBW on dFL and dAC, for all days in the relevant range Table S9 Comparison of key variables in full study sample of 45 037 pregnancies with the subgroup of pregnancies with at least one follow-up examination before week 35 + 0. Medians were computed for the continuous variables, percentages for the categorical variables
